Flower colour polymorphism in the Mediterranean Basin: occurrence, maintenance and implications for speciation.
Flower colour polymorphism (FCP) is the occurrence of at least two discrete flower colour variants in the same population. Despite a vast body of research concerning the maintenance and evolutionary consequences of FCP, only recently has the spatial variation in morph frequencies among populations been explored. Here we summarise the biochemical and genetic basis of FCP, the factors that have been proposed to explain their maintenance, and the importance of FCP and its geographic variation in the speciation process. We also review the incidence of FCP in the environmentally heterogeneous Mediterranean Basin. Nearly 88% of Mediterranean FCP species showed anthocyanin-based polymorphisms. Concerning the evolutionary mechanisms that contribute to maintain FCP, selection by pollinators is suggested in some species, but in others, selection by non-pollinator agents, genetic drift or gene flow are also found; in some cases different processes interact in the maintenance of FCP. We emphasise the role of both autonomous selfing and clonal reproduction in FCP maintenance. Mediterranean polymorphic species show mainly monomorphic populations with only a few polymorphic ones, which generate clinal or mosaic patterns of variation in FCP. No cases of species with only polymorphic populations were found. We posit that different evolutionary processes maintaining polymorphism the Mediterranean Basin will result in a continuum of geographic patterns in morph compositions and relative frequencies of FCP species.